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FOREWORD
by Costas Daphnis

Lafayette Ron Hubbard ('El Ron'
to his flock), founder of the
'Church of Scientology' and self-
styled 'Doctor', 'Professor', 'War
Hero' and 'Commodore', mounts
a rostrum at the bows of his
flagship "Apollo", addressing his
congregation and Corfiot
disciples. The Commodore was
last reported to be in the
Caribbean, 'laughing off' a 4-year
prison sentence awarded (in
absentia) by a Paris Criminal
Court for fraud, in 1978.

In "The Commodore and the Colonels", John Forte describes a
certain episode of Corfu life during the dictatorship of Greece's
Colonels.



The narrative is perhaps more of a true authentic documentary than
an actual story, as such; but, either way, it cannot possibly be
dismissed as a myth if only for the reason that, as a journalist on the
spot and as a correspondent of international news agencies, I
covered the whole drama and can thus bear witness to its
authenticity.

By freely disbursing his cash-flow around Corfu, Hubbard generated
a favourable climate in which to promulgate plans for the
establishment of his 'Church of Scientology' under the guise of a
public benefactor offering to carry out a mammoth economic
reconstruction and development programme for the island which
would include a University of (Hubbard's) Philosophy.

Despite the serious reservations regarding this benevolence
expressed by the local authorities, all of whom (with one notable
exception) were opposed to the presence of Hubbard's 'Church',
scientology continued to thrive on the island with the blessing of the
Colonels who were mesmerized by the unexpected funds injected
into a tottering economy.

It was thanks largely to the international press, strongly opposed to
Hubbard's activities in Corfu and reporting certain incidents
perpetrated against British and U.S. nationals, which eventually
jolted Patakos the Minister of the Interior, into ordering the sudden
and immediate departure of Hubbard and his fleet from Corfu.

As a regular army officer John Forte served in Europe, Africa, The
Far East, The Middle East, The Near East and eventually with the
British Military Mission to Greece during the Greek Civil War. After a
spell in NATO as a Grade 1 Staff Officer he retired from the army
and returned to Greece as British Vice-Consul Corfu, a post he held
from 1958-1971.

It was in the latter capacity that he was actively involved in this
drama. John Forte was later appointed a Member of the British
Empire and an Honorary Life Governor of the Commonwealth &
Continental Church Society. The "Commodore and the Colonels" is



an interesting, revealing and entertaining book, but above all it
provides an edifying and valuable testimony which makes a positive
contribution to the exposure of Hubbard's 'Church' and placing
scientology in a true and proper perspective concerning which the
general public in any country must surely have a right to know.



PRELUDE TO AN ODYSSEY

But the Consul's brow was sad
And the Consul's speech was low
And darkly looked he at the wall
And darkly at the foe.

("Horatius", T. B. Macaulay, 1800-1859)

Homer relates in the VIth Book of the Odyssey how once upon a
time Odysseus, King of Ithaca, made a conspicuous - albeit
inauspicious - landing on the shores of Phacacia (later named Corfu)
and was subsequently acclaimed by the local inhabitants as a worthy
hero until he was eventually given the order of the boot.

Some three thousand years later Lafayette Ron Hubbard, King of
Scientology, stepped ashore on Corfu in somewhat more regal style
and was also accorded a hero's welcome until he too was finally
kicked out of the island.



Odysseus, it will be recalled, was sent packing because of fears of
extramarital relations with the Princess Nausicaa, whilst Hubbard
(who claims to have sailed in those seas in the Carthaginian fleet in
the 1st or 2nd century B.C.) was expelled for far more sinister
reasons; and here of course any similarity in the adventures of the
two seafarers ends -except that both improbable dramas are truly
classic in their own way. The remarkable story which follows is
mainly a condensation of the day-to-day dramatic events as
recorded in my diary whilst British Vice-Consul, Corfu, and might
justifiably be dismissed as pure fiction but for the fascinating
photographs and revealing photostats of official documents and
other papers reproduced on the ensuing pages which 'fortuitously'
came my way, many of which are (literally and metaphorically) quite
priceless.

Packed with tension, horror, suspense and satire, this amazing story
tells for the first time how Hubbard after wooing the Colonels of the
Greek Dictatorship came within a hair's breadth of taking over partial
control of the island and converting it into the world centre for the cult
of scientology', and how it came about that on the threshold of
triumph Hubbard and his flock were suddenly declared "personae
non gratae" and given 24 hours notice to sail with their fleet from
these shores.



SNAPSHOTS OF
SCIENTOLOGY

"The GOVERNMENT have concluded that it is so objectionable that
it would be right to take all steps within their power to curb its
growth."
 (Mr. Kenneth Robinson, Minister of Health, House of Commons,
25/7/68)

"A PERVERTED form of psychology which robs people of their
initiative, their sense of responsibility and their reason . . . the sexual
records in scientology (suggesting blackmail) almost defy
description."
(NEWS OF THE WORLD 4/5/69 quoting the Anderson Report on the
official inquiry which led to the ban on scientology in Australia.)

"SCIENTOLOGY: Belfastman tells of his escape from terror ship."
(SUNDAY NEWS 6/4/69)

"SCIENTOLOGY: Revolting behaviour led to Greek ban."
(CAPE TIMES 11/11/69)

"SCIENTOLOGY BOSS GETS JAIL TERM. Ron L Hubbard
sentenced to four years in prison for fraud...."
(EAST GRINSTEAD COURIER 22/2/78)

"SCIENTOLOGY: CULT WIFE JAILED FOR THEFT PLOT. . . . Mary
Sue Hubbard sentenced to five years with a £5,000 fine. . . . Church
plot to plant spies as employees in the Internal Revenue Service and
the Justice Department of the U.S.) to steal thousands of
documents."
(DAILY EXPRESS 7/1 2/79)



"AWARD HITS SCIENTOLOGY. A jury has awarded more than $2
million in damages to a 22 year-old woman who claimed the Church
of Scientology defrauded her..."
(HERALD TRIBUNE August 1979)

"PAPERS REVEAL SECT'S 'DIRTY TRICKS'...."
(THE GUARDIAN 7/2/80)

"LONDON HEADS OF SECT JAILED IN U.S."
(DAILY TELEGRAPH ?/1/81)

'SCIENTOLOGY: Anatomy of a Malignant Cult. . . . Convictions,
seized church documents and defectors affidavits demonstrate that
Scientologists have already indulged in burglary, kidnapping, false
imprisonment, espionage, blackmail, and conspiracies to steal
government documents and to obstruct justice."
(READER'S DIGEST May 1980)

"OWING TO THE NATURE OF OUR ACTIVITIES, WE NOT ONLY
ENJOY BUT EXCLUSIVELY AND SOLELY RELY ON OUR
EXCELLENT WORLD-WIDE GOOD NAME." (!!!!!!)
(Translation of the pleading in the litigation brought by the Church of
Scientology against the Greek State and the author.)



PROLOGUE
Almost eleven years after being expelled from Greece by the Military
Dictatorship together with their floating World Headquarters
anchored on a permanent basis in Corfu harbour, the Church of
Scientology has issued the most remarkable and astonishing writ in
the 'Church's' long and sordid history of litigation.

The Indictment

The suit brought against persons whom the 'Church' allege were
responsible for their wrongful expulsion from Greece was due to be
heard before the Court of the First Instance in Athens on 16 March,
1980.

The first pages of the indictment are taken up with an eulogy of
scientology and its founder, L. Ron Hubbard, styled for the first time
in a new role as 'war hero'. (Previous descriptions have included
such pseudonyms as 'Doctor', 'Professor' and 'Commodore').

As a sop to the Greek Courts, who adopt stern measures to
discourage drugs, the indictment emphasises that one of the main
activities of scientology is the suppression of the evils of narcotics!
To flatter Greek susceptibilities, the indictment praises "the eternal
and indestructible principles of the ancient Greek philosophers," and
refers to the decision to rename the scientologists ships "Apollo" and
"Athena" (though failing to mention the preference to place the ships
under the Panamanian flag!).

The most remarkable quote of the indictment reads as follows:
"Owing to the nature of our activities, we, not only enjoy, but
exclusively and solely rely on our excellent world-wide good name."
This is probably the most grotesque boast the 'Church' has ever



made with the possible exception of Hubbard's claim to have visited
Heaven, the Moon and various Planets.

The Claim for Damages

The 'Church' has claimed damages for the equivalent of some
£350,000 and those indicted include the Greek State and the author,
who is accused of abusing his position of British Vice-Consul,
misleading his superiors, injuring the prestige of his country, and
using his social position to impede the establishment of the Church
of Scientology on Corfu.

On the day fixed for the trial, still licking its wounds from worldwide
adverse publicity resulting from the nefarious crimes against the U.S.
State recently exposed by the F.B.I. and the consequent prison
sentences, the 'Church' withdrew from the writ to fight again another
day under more favourable conditions.

The propitious climate was provided by Home Secretary William
Whitelaw in July 1980 when he administered the cult the shot in the
arm it so desperately needed.

Having been declared respectable by Mr. Whitelaw (despite the
outcry by the British public at the lifting of the ban* on scientologists
entering Britain and widespread dismay throughout the world
wherever this evil sect is deplored), the 'Church' decided to renew
the litigation in the Athens Court.

The litigation looks set to last for a number of years in one form or
another; meanwhile it seems both meet and right to divulge the full
story before these remarkable historical events and incidents
become lost to posterity.

Since that decision, Courts of Justice in Europe and the U.S.A. and
other sources have made it crystal clear beyond any shadow of
doubt that scientology has become far more objectionable.



It might therefore be considered surprising that the Home Secretary,
instead of taking more drastic steps to curb its growth, should have
decided on a complete U-turn, announcing in the House of
Commons (Hansard 16th July 1980) measures which would both
encourage and promote the growth of scientology, cf. the "shot in the
arm" given by Mr. Whitelaw to IRA criminals in the Maze Prison
whilst Secretary of State for Northern Ireland granting them special
privileges.

* As reported in Hansard, the Government imposed this ban because it felt that scientology
was "so objectionable that it would be right to take all steps within their power to curb its
growth". (sic).



I. THE ADVENT

The Royal Scotman at anchor in Corfu Harbour, late
1968

" 'There was a ship,' quoth he"

("The Ancient Mariner", S. T. Coleridge 1772-1834)

When the sinister looking black-painted scientologist ship, "Royal
Scotman" (a 320 foot former Irish Channel passenger ferry), flying
the improbable flag of Sierra Leone, anchored in the Corfu roads one
warm and sunny day in August 1968, she aroused little interest
amongst the busy flow of cruise ships and coastal vessels plying in
and out of the harbour.

Even when the passengers and crew went ashore in their para-
military black shirted uniforms, little initial curiosity was aroused and
word went round that this was just another of those floating schools.



In fact, however, I had already been requested to keep an eye open
for a vessel named S.S. Royal Scotsrnan which was reported to
have "sailed from Southampton on the 28th November 1967 for
Brest, ostensibly bound for a pseudo-scientific expedition in the
Mediterranean". There had been sensational reports about "young
persons detained under duress."

Although it did not require Sherlock Holmes or Hercule Poirot to
deduce that the former British registered S.S. "Royal Scotsman" and
the newly arrived "Royal Scotman" flying the flag of Sierra Leone
were one and the same vessel, I would nevertheless have welcomed
the assistance of these sleuths in the problems which were later to
beset me.

At this stage my knowledge of Scientology was confined to the
denouncement of this cult publicised in Hansard on the 25th July
1968, a photocopy of which is reproduced on page 16.

But I was shortly to acquire far fuller enlightenment on this sect from
a horrifying article which appeared in "Life Magazine", entitled "A
True Life Nightmare". Here, writer Alan Levy engaged in exploring
Scientology tells of his traumatic experiences when "without the
faintest idea of what I was getting into I embarked on an adventure in
mind-bending" - which took him via the Manhattan hotel HQ of
Scientology in New York and the London HQ in Fitzroy Street (now
removed to Tottenham Court Road) to the 30-room, Georgian, St.
Hill Manor, the Mecca of Scientology, situated in a 57-acre estate
near East Grinstead in Sussex "which could have passed for
SMERSH headquarters". At this juncture Alan Levy made his escape
before being completely brainwashed though he tells how his
journalistic involvement shattered his mental equilibrium to near
insanity,*

* C.f. the case of Julie Titchbourne who was chatted up by "field staff" (covert agents who
get 10% commission on recruits' fees) and quickly induced into the sausage machine in the
form of what is known as "raw meat". The initial grinding, as Julie explains, consists of
sitting knee to knee with a priest for hours on end eyes closed, followed by hours of
"command drill" with eyes open obeying simple movements - do this, do that, etc. As
leading Californian psychologist, Margaret Singer, who interviewed Julie explains, "These



routines can split the personality into a severe disassociated state and the recruits are
hooked before they realise what is happening. The next step erases the boundary between
reality and fantasy." Julie, after parting with some $3,000 (saved to go to University), was
told she could go "on staff" whilst taking university level courses and ended up working 60-
80 hours per week at a salary of less than $10. Raw meat now becomes a "robot sausage"
feeling a superior and elite member of the Universe.

Fortunately her parents succeeded in rescuing her from her trance, and, in April 1980, a
Portland, Oregon, jury found the Church's conduct so outrageously fraudulent that it
awarded her some $2 million damages.

The Commodore with one of his "messengers".
Hubbard, whose extravagant claims range from
service with the Carthaginian Fleet in the 1st or
2nd century B.C. to more recently visiting
Heaven ("The Guardian" 12 Feb 1980) is here
pictured in a familiar role which readers of Lewis
Carrol will be the first to recognise.

Here let us pause for a moment to take a glimpse at Alan Levy's
Profile of Scientology and get some idea of what this so called
religion is all about. Its founder, Lafayette Ron Hubbard, El Ron to
his flock, was born in Nebraska in 1911. He never graduated from
college although he has on occasions claimed a degree. A prolific
and popular writer of science fiction before 1941, he served as a
junior U.S. Naval Officer during the war at the end of which he was
admitted into the psychiatric wing* of a U.S. Naval Hospital. He
promoted himself to the rank of Commodore on acquisition of the
"Royal Scotsman" in 1967.

From his boyhood onward Hubbard claimed to have witnessed
miracles performed by holy men in India and China, but long
association with them convinced him that they did not know how they



did it so he sought to find out from nuclear philosophy. This
distillation of applied wisdom first emerged in 1950 as a 435-page
best selling book on the Science of Mental Health called Dianetics.

The basic discovery of Dianetics was the Engram, a word Hubbard
borrowed from biology, but applied to scientology it means a picture
image imprinted on a cell - like a microgroove on a record, by an
experience involving partial unconsciousness and some pain.

Engrams beset man right from the beginning. "Birth is a pretty
aberrative affair," writes El Ron. "Papa becomes passionate and
baby has the sensation of being put in a running washing machine."
He also holds a "Non-Germ Theory of Disease" that many of men's
ills are Engramic, including arthritis, dermatitis, allergies, asthma,
some coronary difficulties, eye trouble, migraine headaches,
tuberculosis, cancer and the common cold.

According to Hubbard's doctrine, the human being has two minds,
the Analytical, which is like a perfect computer, and the Reactive,
which takes care of situations like dodging an approaching taxi. As a
result of all stimuli it receives the Reactive mind is one mass of
Engrams feeding the otherwise perfect Analytical mind incorrect
data. The final aim is to erase these Engrams or, in scientology
jargon, to go CLEAR. In Dianetics this process took too long so
Hubbard evolved into scientology inventing the E-meter to discover
what really happens behind all these hang-ups and inhibitions.

The E-meter is a battery powered machine equipped with a gauge
and a moving needle and several control knobs leading to two tins
like beer cans. It works like a lie detector but it is described as a truth
detector.

The needle records emotional distress. When the needle is still it
means that the patient has come CLEAN on a particular question,
but when it is swaying freely and easily as opposed to jerking and
jumping it means that the patient has achieved RELEASE on the
whole subject - releasing his guilt.



* "The Guardian" (12 Feb 1980) referring to one of several thousand documents seized by
the F.B.I. put on public display in Washington and which relates to Hubbard's first wife Sara,
reports:

"According to the Washington document Mrs. Hubbard claimed in 1951 that her husband
was 'Paranoid schizophrenic and should be committed; that he had subjected her to
'systematic torture' by beating and strangling her and denying her sleep. She said he had
told her to commit suicide."

A number of sessions of E Meter auditing by a minister of 'religion' at
a fee of $800 (in 1962) are required to become CLEAR. (Hubbard's
definition of CLEAR is "a person who is at knowing and willing cause
over his mind"). The next stage, the ultimate goal, is to become an
Operating Thetan (or OT) which involves graduating through eight
distinct levels at a 1968 fee of a further $3525 though Alan Levy tells
us that it can cost as much as $15,000 to graduate through grade
VIII with all the extra hidden expenses involved. (Hubbard's definition
of an OT is "a being who is knowing and willing cause over matter,
energy, space, time, thought and life. This state is far more than
becoming just a superman, IT IS THE IDEAL STATE for an
individual.")

These high costs have the effect of turning many young
scientologists into permanent parts of the apparatus. To finance their
own advance studies they take low paying jobs with the 'org' as it is
known and in the end find themselves alienated from life outside
scientology.*

By designating his doctrine as a religion, a move he, himself, termed
as "historic breakthrough into the Realm of the Human Spirit",
Hubbard freed scientology from a number of legal strictures and, by
registering his 'Church' as a charity, freed it from a number of tax
restrictions.

One of the features of this tax-deductible multi-million dollar industry
which, as we have seen, has been castigated by the British
Government for feeding on the minds of he young and vulnerable,
relates to the indoctrination of children. Alan Levy is not the first to
draw attention to the enormity that small children are ordered to
"disconnect" from their families, which means sever relations. Such



estrangements are often deep and lasting, leaving heartsick parents
no longer able to speak rationally to their children, if, indeed, ever
able to speak to them again. **

But let us now return to the scene in Corfu harbour in September
1969 where the Aberdeen trawler, "Avon River", and the yacht,
"Enchanter", have joined the flagship, "Royal Scotman", and let us
watch and see in the next chapter how the Nebraska-born prophet,
worshipped by his flock, is soon to be idolised by hungry Corfiots as
a money spinning Croesus and fawned on by a section of an
unsuspecting Corfiot society which had never been so duped since
conned by Casanova*** some two and a half centuries previously.

* On the "Royal Scotman" dedicated scientologists "paying their way" by doing menial and
semi-skilled jobs were receiving about $2.00 per week for working 10 hours a day.

** "The News of the World" reports the typical distressing story of Mrs. Ann Stainforth who
received a letter from Zandra, her 18-year old daughter, who had become a scientologist
and gone to work as a clerk at the cult's headquarters, Saint Hill Manor.

The letter said, "This is to inform you that unless you have some training and processing I
will disconnect from you as I feel that you are invalitative of me and Scientology.

"I am willing to help you in any way if you want, but until then I am not going to
communicate with you or accept any communication from you.

"I am doing this of my own free will and for my own betterment.

"Love Zandra."

*** "History of My Life" by Giacomo Casanova (Vol.11).

EXTRACT FROM HANSARD of 25 July 1968 referred to on page 11
and which was forwarded to the Greek Government following a
request to the British Government.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH

Scientology



Mr. G. Johnson Smith asked the Minister of Health, in view of the
representation he has received concerning the potentially harmful
activities of scientologists in this country, what actions he proposed
to take: and if he will make a statement.

Mr. K. Robinson: During the past two years, Her Majesty's
Government have become increasingly concerned at the spread of
scientology in the United Kingdom. Scientology is a pseudo-
philosophical cult introduced into this country some years ago from
the United States and bases its world headquarters in Fast
Grinstead. It has been described by its founder, Mr. L. Ron Hubbard,
as 'the world's largest mental health organisation".

On 6th March, l967, scientology was debated in the house on a
Motion for the Adjournment, when I made it clear that my right hon.
Friend the Home Secretary and I considered the practice of
scientology to be potentially harmful to its adherents. Since the
Anderson Report on Scientology (published in 1965 in the State of
Victoria, Australia), coupled with the evidence already available in
this country, sufficiently established the general undesirability and
potential dangers of the cult, we took the view that there was little
point in holding another inquiry.

Although this warning received a good deal of public notice at the
time, the practice of scientology has continued, and indeed
expanded, and Government Departments, Members or Parliament
and local authorities have received numerous complaints about it.

The Government are satisfied, having reviewed all the available
evidence, that scientology is socially harmful. It alienates members
of families from each other and attributes squalid and disgraceful
motives to all who oppose it*. Its authoritarian principles and
practices are a potential menace to the personality and well-being of
those so deluded as to become its followers: above all, its methods
can be a serious danger to the health of those who submit to them.
There is evidence that children are now being indoctrinated.



There is no power under existing law to prohibit the practice of
scientology: but the Goverment have concluded that it is so
objectionable that it would be right to take all steps within their power
to club its growth.

* C.f. the case of Paulette Cooper reported in "The Guardian" 9 Feb l980:

On May 19.1973, a New York journalist, Paulette Cooper, was indicted before a federal
grand jury on charges of sending bomb threats to the Church of Scientology.

In October 1973, in a legal move born of despair, Ms Cooper agreed to take a truth serum
test to prove her innocence. It worked and the state shelved the charges.

Four years later Ms Cooper was telephoned at her Manhattan apartment by the FBI. They
had seized documents from the Church of Scientology and had learned that she had been
framed by the sect over the bomb threats and had been the victim of a carefully planned
operation aimed at driving her insane or having her gaoled.

Ms Cooper qualified as a target of Scientology's dirty tricks operations because she had
been an uncompromising critic of Scientology since December 1969, when her first article
on the followers of L. Ron Hubbard was published by a British women's magazine. The
holder of a master's degree in psychology, Ms Cooper had written a book about the sect,
The Scandal of Scientology, published in 1971.

The seized Scientology documents show that in the course of their campaign of vilification
against Ms Cooper the scientologists:

1. Framed her on the bomb-threat charges, stealing stationery from her apartment to
forge the threatening letter.

2. Sued her 14 times, at one stage themselves importing copies of her book to the UK to
take advantage of Britain's notoriously tough libel laws.

3. Put her name on pornographic mailing lists.
4. Stole a legal note from her lawyer to gain an advantage in litigation.
5. Made spurious allegations to the internal revenue service about her father's tax

affairs.
6. Sent agents to befriend her, date her and spy on her.
7. Wrote graffiti in public places giving her telephone number and address.

The seized Scientology documents have now been placed on public record in Washington.



II. THE SPREAD OF THE
GOSPEL

"The ship was cheered, the harbour cleared"

("The Ancient Mariner", S. T. Coleridge 1772-1834)

Diligently deciding on its priorities, Hubbard's Church selected the
Harbourmaster, Marius Kalogeras, for its first convert. The forty-year
old merchant marine commander was quick to grasp the message.

He quickly took the whole flotilla under his wing and allocated the
"Royal Scotman" a choice berth in a secluded part of the newly
extended quay normally reserved for fee paying cargo ships. "The
Harbourmaster" reported Reuter, "has offered Hubbard all facilities,
even going beyond those accorded to ordinary tourists."

(L to R) Harbourmaster Kalogeras accompanied
by his wife, Diana Hubbard and the port pilot
receives honours from the ship's company of
T.S.M.Y. Apollo. Described by the Sunday
Times as a firm friend of Scientology,
Commander Kalogeras is believed to be the
only naval officer in the World to have
participated in a "Church" [of Scientology]
ceremony in an official capacity.



These exceptional facilities included complete freedom of movement
of all scientologists to and from the ships without formalities and,
Reuter continues, "students can be seen in taxis going to and from
the ship without being asked by harbour guards for their passports or
passes or even being questioned by customs officers."

No-one was allowed to visit the ship without the Harbourmaster's
permission and, indeed, I myself had difficulty to pass the security
cordon of Hubbard and Harbour police to deliver a message which I
had been instructed to convey to Mr. Lafayette Ron Hubbard to the
effect that the British Home Secretary had declared him "persona
non grata" in Britain.

On this occasion I was met at the gangway by a small boy aged
about twelve with a very intent though far off expression on his face
who politely but firmly inquired my business. I asked where I could
find the captain. In all seriousness the lad insisted "I am the captain."
Apparently the children take it in turns to act the role of different
officers on the ship and are indoctrinated into actually believing they
are really the character they happen to be portraying. After an
interesting conversation with the lad, I was whisked away by one of
the staff to the dirty and evil smelling bowels of the ship where I was
introduced to an outsize female character known as "Super-Cargo",
who looked as if she might have been a wardress in a Dickensian
reformatory in a bygone age. 'Super-Cargo" signed a receipt for the
letter and promised to get it delivered to Hubbard who was alleged to
be away cruising on "Avon River". About a month later, the letter,
which had been crudely opened and resealed, was returned to me
with a note from "Super-Cargo" saying that Hubbard could not be
traced, his whereabouts being unknown.

On a later visit to the ship to deliver another message confirming the
Home Secretary's decision, I was elevated to the upper deck,
perhaps in hope that this time I was the harbinger of good news.
Here I was introduced to another captain, the attractive Hanna
Eltringham, a 28 year old green-eyed blonde nurse from Rhodesia.
Although Hanna looked as if she might have launched a thousand



ships, she hardly appeared the type who would navigate one. She
accepted the letter on behalf of El Ron explaining that he was asleep
as he always works night shift. I was soon to learn that the "Royal
Scotman" had three captains - the child student whom we have
already met, the administrative captain, the sea captain, and, of
course, there was also our Commodore "sleeping down below".

By injecting some £1,000 per day into the island's economy in
respect of all the logistic requirements of the "Sea Org", as it is
known, Hubbard soon made converts of the Corfu traders and
merchants. At the same time he found it a simple matter to acquire
the co-operation of the Corfu daily newspapers, the "Ephimeris ton
Idisseon" and the "Kerkyraiki".

Typical front page news of the local daily paper,
"Kerkyraiki". After Christmas greetings in 14
languages from L. Ron Hubbard and family and
officers and crew of the "Apollo", the headlines
read, "All the World loves Greece, especially us."



The main news items of these journals were devoted mostly to the
thoughts of El Ron and the activities of his "Church". When, for
example, Richard Crossman, Secretary of State for Social Services,
announced in the House of Commons that the Government did not
propose to hold an enquiry into the practice of scientology, the
"Ephimeris ton Idisseon" heralded this decision with the headlines,
"Dr. Hubbard gains a glorious victory in Britain."

Interviews with the press provided the ideal opportunity for El Ron to
flatter* the Colonels as well as the Corfiots.

* Giving evidence at a South African Government appointed commission of enquiry into the
scientology movement, Mrs. Margaret Nicholson, a former scientologist, stressed that
Hubbard had always supported the policy of the governments of the countries where the
movement operated to try and ingratiate himself with the authorities.

Thus, in Rhodesia, where the movement was later banned, he offered a reward for the
capture of terrorists so that the Government would not 'kick him out'."

Here are a few gems:

Mr. Hubbard speaks to Ephimeris ton Idisseon.

Q. Mr. Hubbard, as the international personality that you are, are
you following the new situation in Greece and what do you think
of the work of the present National Government?

A. The Government is the mirror of the people. Wherever I go
and wherever the students go, the people continually say how
safe they feel. The decision to form a company to establish its
HQ offices here shows our confidence in Greece.

Q. I have been told, Mr. Hubbard, that you have read the whole
of the new Greek Constitution from beginning to end. If that's
true, what do you think of it?

A. Yes, I've read it with much interest. The rights of man have
been given great care in it. I have studied many constitutions,
from the times of unwritten laws which various tribes have
followed, and the present Constitution represents the most



brilliant tradition of Greek democracy. Out of all the modern
constitutions the new Greek Constitution is the best.

Q. Mr. Hubbard, the professors, the students, the men and
women of your school, are they satisfied by the conduct of our
compatriots?

A. The people who live in the ship love so much the Corfiots that
when I told them I was planning to leave for Piraeus to take on
board some machinery I was bombarded by the protests of
everybody so that I was obliged to promise to come back to
Corfu.

However, the seed of the 'Gospel' did not always develop into fruition
and indeed when it was planted on the doorsteps of the "Telegraph"
Corfu's foremost newspaper it fell on very stony ground. Hubbard's
tempting offer was not only flatly turned down, but Costas Daphnis,
Corfu's shrewd, fearless and dedicated leading journalist, had other
questions to ask Mr. Hubbard which he continued to pose until he
was inevitably gagged by the Colonels in true dictatorial fashion,
after telling Hubbard what he could do with his philosophy.

Elsewhere, the 'Gospel' spread like wildfire. Today it seems not only
amazing but utterly incredible that El Ron was able to cast his spell
over such a large section of the cream of Corfu society. The build-up
of his image was fabricated by a top grade public relations team of
smooth cultured and professional experts under the direction of
Australian-born Delwyn Sanderson, a glamorous redhead who might
have walked straight out of any James Bond film.

After exercising her charms and persuasions on the local office of
the National Tourist Organisation, where she acquired a number of
useful introductions, she and her team soon became welcome
guests in the homes of prominent hostesses whilst the more eligible
males also became intrigued and captivated by Hubbard's attractive
looking daughter, Diana, and her comely handmaidens.



Diana Hubbard waving the
Church flag in one hand and
holding the inevitable nicotine
stimulant in the other, without
which no "Operating Thetan"
seems capable of functioning! An
accomplished pianist, Diana
claims to have been a great
friend of Mozart in a previous life.

Having sown its seeds so proficiently, the Church could now look
forward to reaping its reward in Hubbard's Utopia.



III. PALMY DAYS
"The guests are met, the feast is set.
May’st hear the merry din."

("The Ancient Mariner", S. T. Coleridge 1772-1834)

When it was felt that the Corfiots had been suitably indoctrinated into
the greatness of Hubbard's image, his disciples reckoned that the
time was ripe for the deity (who had not, as yet, stepped foot ashore)
to be launched in public.

The director of Baron von Richthoeffen's casino was persuaded that
it would be an excellent publicity stunt to get in on the act.
Accordingly, he agreed to lay down the red carpet for the occasion
and El Ron became the most honoured guest to receive Teutonic
hospitality at the Achillion Palace since Kaiser Bill's ownership at the
beginning of the century.

News of the event sent Alexander Mitchell of the "Sunday Times"
post-haste to Corfu. Mitchell was an old hand at exposing the
exploits of the scientologists and had been a thorn in their religion for
the past few years and no doubt they were half expecting him to turn
up.

In any event we were lunching at a remote taverna when a taxi
pulled up and two "tourists" emerged who sat down at an adjacent
table and whom Mitchell pointed out to me as two of Hubbard's
thugs evidently detailed off to tail him. One was alleged to be a
British professional boxer rejoicing in the improbable name of Neville
Chamberlain and the other an American judo expert named Frank
Friedman.



Alexander Mitchell's subsequent story, entitled "Over the side go the
erring Scientologists" (referring to the custom of throwing reprobate
students into the sea in the early morning) made headline news in
the 17th November, the same day as the memorable christening
ceremony of the "Apollo" which we shall shortly be attending. This
article, which included a scathing account of the scientologists' less
savoury practices on the ship brought about two predictable results.

Firstly, the Colonels sent their security experts to check on the ship.
They appeared satisfied with the clean bill of health certified by the
Harbourmaster, whom Reuter later quoted as saying, "they are
harmless people who abide by the laws of Greece and give us no
trouble. I have seen people being tossed into the sea but they have
told me this is part of their training course."

The second sequel was a solicitor's letter to the "Sunday Times"
from Messrs. Lawrence Alkin & Co., acting for the Church of
Scientology, claiming that "to suggest that our clients behave in an
improper or violent way towards their members is grossly defamatory
and seriously injuries their reputation," and demanding certain
remedies forthwith.

There was also a third and far reaching repercussion; but let us first
return to the Achillion Palace where El Ron is about to tread the
specially laid out red carpet as he attends the lavish reception given
in his honour. Amongst the guests, all arrayed in their finest attire,
are the inevitable Harbourmaster and leading members of Corfu
society (though the principal officials* are still sitting on the fence
awaiting a definite lead from the Colonels). The flunkies look
particularly impressive in their powdered wigs and fancy dress. The
casino is packed to capacity with pilgrims who have come from afar
to get a glimpse of the fabulous El Ron who, as he alights from his
taxi and enters the casino, is accorded a standing ovation.

* In fact the Prefect Theodore Zissis (also indicted in the writ) remained aloof throughout.



At the renaming ceremony of the Apollo. From
left to right, the agent Patras, Diana Hubbard,
the "Commodore", the Harbourmaster
Kalogeras and the port pilot.

The following day it is El Ron's turn to shower largesse* upon the
Corfiots who are invited to the christening party of the T.S.M.Y.
"Apollo" (formerly "Royal Scotman") named after Ancient Greece's
God of Sun and Music. As the colourful ceremony with students
parading in their nautical uniforms, nears its end Diana Hubbard
mounts the rostrum and proclaims, "I christen thee yacht ‘Apollo’,"
breaking a bottle of champagne on the stern whilst the new gold-
painted name is simultaneously uncovered The Commodore then
addresses his guests as follows: "I wish to thank you very much'
because you are here and because you have honoured us with your
presence, O citizens of Corfu, . . . " The guests now repair to the
ward room where so the "Ephimiris ton Idisseon" informs us, "a most
lavish reception was held. At this reception the senior officers of the
ship together with many girl students entertained the locals with
much courtesy."

At the same time as the "Royal Scotman" lost her identity, the "Avon
River" took on the name "Athena" and the yacht "Enchanter" became
"Diana".

No-one seemed to notice that, whilst the Commodore's boast that he
had honoured the host country by giving all his ships Greek names,
might flatter Greek susceptibilities, it was hardly over-complimentary
to advertise at the same time his decision to register these vessels in



Panama in preference to placing them under the flag of Greece
whose waters were to be their proposed future home.

As we have learnt, the "Telegraph" has already been gagged by the
Colonels and the future of Scientology in Corfu seemed secure.

Flushed with success, El Ron could feel well justified in formulating
the most ambitious plans with confidence and he now started work
on his historic "Manifesto" for the "take-over" of Corfu**.

* The most memorable reception given for the Corfiots, still sheepishly talked about today,
was a champagne party which took place on New Year's Night. The Commodore was not
on the quarter deck to greet his guests and when by midnight he had not appeared the by
now well wined guests started shouting, "We want Hubbard." Whereupon El Ron duly
obliged by making a grande entrée heralded by a uniformed page bearing a large glass of
gin on a silver salver to the vociferous applause of the assembled gathering.

** A summary of this remarkable "Manifesto" which included the Conversion of the Royal
Palace of St. Michael and St. George into a University for Scientology appears in the
Appendix on page 47. Distributed to a select committee of 12 Corfiots representing all trade
and profession groups, the aim was to persuade the islanders to petition the Colonels
through their group leaders to concede that such prosperity as guaranteed for the island by
the Church of Scientology could not possibly be ignored.



IV. THE OTHER SIDE
"The sun came up upon the left,
out of the sea came he!
and he shone bright . . ."

("The Ancient Mariner", S. T. Coleridge 1772-1834)

If the Commodore calculated that it was now merely a question of
plain sailing to reach his objective he must have been oblivious to
the strong undercurrent of mounting public and official indignation
which together with the waves of protest would soon start to rock the
T.S.M.Y. "Apollo" and shipwreck his ambitions. So let us hop over the
fence and take a look on the other side and trace the developments
of these elements since the first winterís day when the young
children students first stepped foot ashore flimsily dressed in
summer clothing to be marched up and down the sea front in
zombie-like fashion to draw the critical attention of shocked and
curious onlookers whose polite questions were always answered
with a blankly expressed "I dunno."

Reuter summed up the general feeling by reporting, "Many local
authorities are scared to express their opinions publicly as they feel
there might be an outcry against them from traders who see the ship
as an easy way to fill their tills. But in private, civil, military and police
officials speak strongly against Hubbard and his scientologists who
come ashore in military parades, speak to no one and refuse to
answer questions of what is going on underdecks on the 'Apollo'."

At an early stage in the proceedings I was besieged by British,
Greek and other foreign callers to the Consulate bitterly complaining
about the harbouring of the scientologists on the island. They
seemed to feel that as the "Royal Scotman" was British named,



British built and flying the flag of the former British colony, Sierra
Leone, the British Consul had some sort of jurisdiction over her,

The higher principled Corfiots had taken particular exception to the
treatment of small children particularly when (as the Harbourmaster
has already told us) thrown off the deck into the icy sea in the early
hours of the morning. These Corfiots had also been studying the
articles of Costas Daphnis in the "Telegraph", the island's most
responsible newspaper.

Costas Daphnis had pointed out that in accordance with Greek law
the scientology school should come under the controls of the
Ministry of Education whilst all Churches in Greece are subject to the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and demanded to know
why Hubbard's organisation should be excused from these controls.
Costas Daphnis had also translated the "Sunday Times" article by
Alexander Mitchell and had reported on the ban and expulsion of the
scientologists from other countries.

I explained that the presence of the Scientologists in Corfu was not
the concern of H.M. Government and suggested to protesting British
and other foreign tourists (whose ranks had swollen since the
"Sunday Times" article) that they should address the complaints to
the Secretary General of the National Tourist Organisation in Athens.
To the Corfiots I explained that the establishment of the Church of
Scientology in Corfu was a matter for the Bishop and the Ministry of
Religious Affairs.

Disappointing and discouraging that my negative attitude may have
seemed at the time, my advice, as we shall see, was to play a major
role in Hubbard's downfall.

On the official side friction was building up between the security
police and the harbour authorities who were offering the
scientologists such irregular privileges regarding their freedom of
movement. As Reuter reports, "It is this freedom of movement which
worries security police who however have no authority and
jurisdiction on the ship or in the harbour area which is the



responsibility of the Harbourmaster. A security official remarked, 'We
do not know how many leave the ship on a short leave to Corfu or
how many return aboard. They could easily bring here people
dangerous to public security or facilitate the departure of fugitives'."

By the end of the year all was not going quite so well behind the
scenes. First there was the confirmed disappearance of the
American, William Deitch, hailed by his colleagues as one of the
world's leading scientologists. Deitsch checked out of the Cavalieri
hotel on the morning of 9 December after a week-end shore leave,
stating he would return shortly to pick up his bag. He never
reappeared, and his bags were collected by the police a month later,
amidst much speculation.

His disappearance greatly upset a fellow American, 30-year old
Pearl O'Krackel, one of his chief disciples, who had recently been
appointed head cook on the "Apollo". She became greatly
disillusioned and defected to live with a young Greek electrician,
Sosipatras Mourikis, aged 24. Her conduct started off a chain
reaction of discontent and all weekend shore leave was stopped and
those whom the electronic E Meters did not register as CLEAN were
severely disciplined.

By happy chance I was able to get the full, first hand story from
Mourikis before he was cautioned to silence by the authorities.

After successfully evading pursuit by Hubbard's police in an exciting
car chase, the eloping couple spent a "honeymoon" at a small villa at
Perama, 7 kilometers south of the town. During their "honeymoon",
Pearl O'Krackel explained some of the scientologists' practices. She
explained how her mind was cleared of the Engrams from her brain
cells arid how thoughts could be read. She alleged that her
punishment if arrested and escorted back to the ship would be 20
days in a dark cell in the bowels of the ship with only bread and
water*. If she returned of her own accord the sentence would be
reduced to 4 days. She confirmed the punishment of being thrown
overboard into the icy seas in the early hours of the morning



blindfolded and explained that her marriage to O'Krackel was one of
scientological convenience.

* C.f. the case of Anne Rosenblum, a student scientologist of some six years standing
whose last year and a quarter's "study" was spent in the Church's punishment unit, named
the "Rehabilitation Project Force" - it might be libellous to suggest that this incarceration
was on a parallel with Belsen, but judging from Anne's accounts, "Colditz" can hardly have
been more salubrious.

Prisoners are guarded and consequently never left alone or allowed to speak to any
outsider without permission. They eat leftovers, sleep on the floor, and fill their days with
strenuous physical and menial labour, including a perpetual study of El Ron's works and
gruelling "auditing" to detect any criticism against him. As defectors have attested,
incoherent response to "auditing" renders the culprit being locked in total isolation. Not
unnaturally suicide occurs, and, in January 1980, a member of the Church hurled herself
into the sea in Florida in a stretch of water ironically named Clearwater Bay.

She revealed that the syringes with which the students are
periodically injected are alleged to contain only vitamins - although in
his book, "Dianetics", Hubbard says that, if necessary, drugs may
have to be administered.

The dramatic diary of events during Pearl O'Krackel's brief spell of
freedom ashore was as follows: 

Saturday,
18 Jan: Defected from ship and eloped with Mourikis.

Tuesday, 21
Jan:

Mourikis was grilled by the Harbourmaster and was
threatened to reveal the girl's whereabouts, which he
refused to do.

Wednesday,
22 Jan:

Pearl O'Krackel seeks formal asylum from police,
which is granted.

Thursday,
23 Jan:

Police obtain her passport from ship and return it to
her. In the evening the pair are tracked down by
Pandelis Lezos, one of Hubbard's hired Corfiot spies,
in the foyer of a local cinema. Mourikis recognises the
youth and swears him to secrecy but within five
minutes Hubbard's police arrive and whilst Mourikis
scuffles with the spy, Hubbard's police try to remove
Pearl (who had by now taken her seat) from the
cinema. She resists by burying her face in her hands



with eyes tight shut and shouting, "I'm not going back,"
later explaining that had she opened her eyes and
looked her followers in the face the would have been
hypnotically compelled to return to the ship.

Friday, 24
Jan:

Pearl O'Krackel receives $1,000 from her parents,
overjoyed at the prospect of her returning home and
defection.

Saturday,
25 Jan: The couple purchase engagement rings.

Monday, 27
Jan:

Final attempt by "Apollo's" doctor to persuade
O'Krackel to return to the ship "to collect her
belongings."

Tuesday, 28
Jan:

Pearl O'Krackel leaves for Athens by air and phones
Mourikis on arrival at Ellinikon airport saying that she
will phone again next day before departure for U.S.

On 30 January, Mourikis received a worried telegram from Pearl's
parents in Las Vegas asking for news of their daughter, Pearl, who
never made home base.

I reported to the U.S. Embassy (who had requested my help) that a
suspected scientologist named Heinz had left Corfu for Athens on
the same plane as Pearl. The Embassy later put out a S.O.S. call to
the Greek Security Forces who, after a check at the frontiers,
confirmed that Pearl was still in Greece. About a month later she
turned up at the- U.S. Embassy of her own free will, angrily
demanding what all the fuss was about and stating that she had
always been a devoted scientologist who had never left the
movement or asked for asylum, Hubbard's police, had certainly done
an efficient job on her.

Another pathetic case was that of 50-year old New Zealander Grace
Hill.

Like several other privileged scientologists, she would visit the posh
Cavalieri Hotel at week-ends for a hot bath, a facility not provided on
the "Apollo", and sometimes stay the night. Having no normal



contact with the outside world, she chatted freely with the
sympathetic manager and unloaded some of her innermost feelings.
She eventually wrote to him saying that she was fed up and
disillusioned and planned to leave Corfu on the ferry for Brindisi on
the third of February. Her friend replied that he was sorry that she
was leaving and hoped she would call to say goodbye before she
departed.

This letter was entrusted to one of the scientologist executives
staying in the hotel and, to cut a long story short, Grade Hill never
called at the Cavalieri again and neither did she ever leave the ship.
I reported the matter to the New Zealand Embassy in Athens but, of
course, there was little they could do about it unless she asked for
help.

Yet another dramatic event which took place behind the scenes on
the other side of the fence concerned two Belfast maintenance
fitters, Colin Craig and Jack Russell. On the afternoon of 11 March I
received an urgent phone call at my home from a highly nervous and
agitated Irishman whose story was that he and his mate had
answered an advertisement in the "Belfast Telegraph" for qualified
maintenance fitters for the SS "Apollo".

They were met at Corfu airport and on arrival on board they were
told they would work under the Chief Engineer, a brilliant technician
who turned out to be a youth of 15. When he discovered what sort of
ship it was, Craig locked himself in his cabin feigning sickness. Here
he remained for two days without food (which he proclaimed
uneatable) whilst his mate was becoming slowly but surely converted
to scientology and would burst into the cabin shrieking, "I'm clear";
he appeared to Craig to be getting more and more insane as his
course of pills and E Meter treatment progressed.

Eventually Craig managed to persuade the confused Russell to go
ashore against his will. After escaping from the ship with a certain
amount of difficulty, the Irishmen met up with some of the visiting
U.S. 6th Fleet in a nearby cafe. On learning their story the sailors, in
the words of Craig, "blew their top" and insisted that they phone me



immediately and fortunately they got through to me at my home in
the country. I ordered them to go direct to the Hotel Suisse and to
stay there until I called for them in the morning, and to be careful to
keep their doors locked and to have their meals in their room.

After making the necessary arrangements with the hotel, I contacted
the Aliens Police who were delighted to co-operate and posted an all
night guard in the hotel lobby in case the Harbourmaster or the
scientologists should try and inveigle them back to the ship. Sure
enough, Hubbard's police soon tracked them down only to be
confronted by an armed police guard.

When I called at the Hotel Suisse in the morning, I found a highly
excitable Craig and a most neurotic Russell, who were later
repatriated to the U.K. but not before they had made a statement to
the police, which was quickly relayed to Athens where it was
received with delight by the Security Police as this was the first
unbiased and unsolicited evidence they had as yet obtained.
Russell's story made the front page news in the "Belfast Sunday
News" with the headline: "Belfastman tells of his escape from horror
Ship".



V. EXODUS
". . . guests are gone,
A sadder and a wiser man,
He rose the morrow morn."

("The Ancient Mariner", S. T. Coleridge 1772-1834)

The elements which started to rock the "good ship" "Apollo" have
now become manifest. We can see how tourists' protests are now
reaching Foreign Minister Pipinelis, how complaints from the Corfu
Security Police are flooding in to Brigadier Patakos, the deputy
Premier continuously badgered by the foreign press and we can
hear the Bishop raising his voice at the Ministry of Religious Affairs.
We shall shortly see how these very same elements came to
shipwreck Hubbard's plans and ambitions.

But let the drama first reach its climax. As a result of recent
developments a feeling of uneasiness has now pervaded over
Hubbard's select committee of Corfiots charged with the
aggrandisement of El Ron's image in the eyes of the Colonels, in
spite of assurances received as a result of dispatching the following
telegram:

Dated 20 January 1969

"To their Excellencies, Prime Minister G. Papadopoulos and
Deputy Minister S. Pattakos, Athens.

"For many months there lies anchored in Corfu Harbour a
ship named "Apollo" on which functions Professor Hubbard's
Philosophy School. So far this school has never given cause
for any misunderstandings but on the contrary it spends
considerable sums to buy supplies from the local market.
These sums so spent give considerable boost to the anaemic
Corfu market. We now learn that various persons entirely
foreign to Corfu are trying to persuade the Government to



cancel the permit given to the vessel to remain without
giving any specific reasons against the school.

"Since as far as we know nothing suspicious exists against
this school and since it is not permissible for foreigners
to run our homes we submit to you our warmest plea to
disregard these efforts of said foreigners and to allow the
vessel to remain in Corfu. This school possessing serious
capital and an extensive net of branches abroad plans to
get established in Corfu permanently and Corfu tourism
would profit greatly.

"(Signed) Manufacturers and Merchants Society, Gerondicos,
Traders Union, Hondroyannis, Labour Centre, Gynargeros,
Shopkeepers Society, Moutsos."

The Colonels craftily passed the buck to Yannis Lagonikas,
Secretary-General of the Ministry of Mercantile Marine, and an
old friend of the Harbourmaster, who telegraphed the following
re-assurance:

"In reply to the organisations' telegram addressed to the
Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister, we have the honour
to inform you that from the part of the Ministry of Merchant
Marine there was never any objection for SS "Apollo"
remaining in Corfu. (Signed) I. Lagonikas, Secretary General
Ministry Merchant Marine."

The Corfiots were overjoyed with this news which was publicised
in Hubbard's Corfiot press. But whilst this all appeared to be
a promising answer about the ship "Apollo", it did not provide
for a shore-based establishment in what was now being regarded
by the scientologists as their promised land and neither did it
express the views of the Prime Minister or his deputy to whom
the telegram was jointly addressed.

The first graffiti to appear on the murals of the 'Church', was
the warning from the London "Times" who reported on February
19th that whilst Hubbard had formed a limited company in Greece
to carry on his enterprises, Foreign Minister Pipinelis had
told a press conference that the Government was examining their
activities before deciding on their request to be allowed to
set up offices on Greek soil. El Ron parried this omen with
front page headlines in the "Ephimeris ton Idisseon."

"CORFU WILL KNOW BETTER DAYS OF AFFLUENCE.



"Dr. Hubbard establishes a University in Corfu with the
approval of Greek Government - this means that Mr. Hubbard
has the facility to establish a branch of his school for
foreign students . . . Corfu will welcome the students with
particular pleasure."

To support this boast, thousands of leaflets were sent to
scientologists all over the world, exhorting them "Come to AO -
SH Greece."



WELCOME
TO THE

ADVANCED
ORG

There is no better place to take Advanced
Courses than at the Advanced Org, Greece, on
the island of Corfu, in the Ionian Sea a few
miles off the Northwest mainland of Greece.
Greece is the founding land of western
philosophy and science - while Corfu is a
famous tourist paradise which, as the first
host of Scientology in greece, has become the
corner-stone of a modern revitalized Greece.

You can reach Corfu by a 75 minute flight from
Athens International airport. From Corfu
airport take a taxi to the New port where the
Advanced Org awaits you on a Sea Org ship.
(Students live ashore in comfortable,
hospitable accomodation of their own choice).
Also, boats leave frequently for Corfu from
Brindisi, Italy; from Piraeus (port of Athens)
and from Igoumenitsa across from Corfu on the
mainland.

Circular issued by the confident El Ron advertising his abortive
Corfu School (defying the Greek law relating to the establishment
of foreign schools and religions) and promising prospective
students a pink ticket to paradise in consideration of the sum of
$2,850 only.

The next bombshell was a statement to the press by Deputy Premier
Minister Patakos emphasising that "no permission had yet been
granted to the scientologists to become established on Greek soil
and that both the United States and Great Britain would like them to
leave Greece." One power had asked the help of the Greek
Authorities in tracing a missing scientologist.



This time El Ron riposted through his trusty Corfu organ with the
front page headlines:

"IN TWO OR THREE WEEKS DR. HUBBARD'S
SCIENTOLOGY SCHOOL WILL OPEN ITS PORTALS.

"The Scientology School of Dr. Hubbard will start operating
within 2-3 weeks.

"In this school higher officers will graduate with the title of
Professor for appointment to the 28 Hubbard schools scattered
round the world.

"Already many students have arrived here. The school will be
housed in Dallietos House near the Phoenix Cinema. The
students will stay in hotels of the town.

"Directress of the School is Professor T. Van Staden."

The "Church" had in fact rented a derelict block of ex-local
government offices at a rent of 50,000 drachmas (£750) per year
and had been busy cleaning out and repairing these premises
completely unaware that Foreign Secretary Pipinelis had now
requested the British and Australian Governments for information
regarding the status of scientology in their countries. The reply from
these Governments was to spell curtains for Hubbard, though the
noose had not yet fully tightened round his neck.

Indeed, whilst the Colonels are still weighing up the evidence and
deliberating on their verdicts, friends Tony Dunleavy, Delwyn
Sanderson and Hanna Eltringham are enjoying the historical sites of
Ioannina, the headquarters of the Military High Command, where
they have been bidden by Lt. Colonel Adrianos, Chief of Intelligence,
to listen to an ecclesiastical eulogy on the Colonels' regime,
completely oblivious that the fate of the 'Church' is about to be
sealed.



To add to the tension now mounting in Corfu, a task force of units of
the U.S. 6th Fleet suddenly arrives on the 6th March to join the battle
of propaganda, comprising U.S.S. "Freemont", L.P.A., and the LST
"Grant Country". Detachments of Marines quickly went ashore from
their assault landing craft and made their way to the areas where the
scientologists' ships were berthed. Sentries were placed at strategic
points where they were in a position to prevent any U.S. navy
personnel from coming into contact with the scientologists. (We have
already seen what a blessing their arrival was for the detained Irish
engineers Craig and Russell.)

These might, of course, have been normal precautions taken during
the course of an ordinary routine visit. But, somehow, it seemed that
this was a carefully planned Operation designed to bring forcibly
home to the authorities the grave danger of contamination by this
undesirable cult. If this was the aim of the exercise, then it was
certainly one hundred per cent successful. The assault units were
finally withdrawn from Corfu on 12th March.

El Ron countered by instructing his mouthpieces, the Corfu dailies
"Kerkyraiki" and "Ephimeris ton Idisseon", to release the following
front page news:

"Officials of the new School being established in Corfu have just
informed us that students of Dr. Hubbard's Philosophy from
Denmark, United Kingdom South Africa and Australia have
heard of the new school in Corfu and have begun making the
arrangements to come to Corfu. Eight students have written
from Denmark during the short time since the opening of the
school was announced, one has registered from the U.K., five
from South Africa and one from Australia. It is reported that with
each day more and more replies are coming in for the new
school and that Corfu will surge economically and spiritually as
a result of Mr. Hubbard’s school."

But this time it was the turn of Hubbard's media to be gagged and
the Commodore must have wondered why what was to be his last
press release from Corfu never made the light of day.



The scientology saga finally came to an abrupt and dramatic end in
the early hours of the morning of 19th March when Commodore
Hubbard sailed from Corfu in his flagship, "Apollo", escorted by the
remainder of his flotilla, the trawler, "Athena", the yacht, "Diana" and
the catamaran, "Nekambi", four and a half hours late after being
given 24 hours notice by the Nomarch of Corfu to leave these
shores.

The day of final departure was not without incident. From the
moment of the issue of the Nomarch's injunction on the 18th March,
the security authorities, taking a leaf out of the U.S. Marines'
copybook, placed strong police guards and patrols all around the
area of the harbour whilst patrol cars patrolled the town in radio
communication with the harbour. The crowds of well wishers who
had been bidden by the Hubbard Organisation, through its local
agents, to come and say their farewells at 5 p.m. were all turned
sadly away.

The 'Church's' first reaction to the order to quit was to hand a letter to
the Nomarch, the Military Commander and the Naval Commander
stating that they would endeavour to comply with the order but that
the' "Apollo" was not in a ready state to sail, a plea which was
supported by the Harbourmaster and was possibly genuine. But a
special harbour committee, after a four hour inspection, decided that
the ship was quite capable of making Venice for which port the
Hubbard Organisation claimed they were bound. But some twenty of
Hubbard's executives evidently did not share this view and elected to
return to their homes by air.

Another deputation of the 'Church' flew to Athens to unsuccessfully
petition Ministers for a stay of execution of sentence, rejoining the
"Apollo" in a spectacular and dramatic link up at the small port of
Igoumenitsa on the Epirus coast after their abortive mission.

The news of his expulsion does not appear to have been broken to
the sleeping El Ron personally until late in the day and when he was
rudely awakened, he was overcome by shock. The M.O. of the
"Apollo", after doubtlessly diagnosing his patient (like Colin Craig,



page 35) as "wobbly and weak," summoned local surgeon Andreas
Sordinas who administered an injection which enabled the
Commodore to make a brave appearance on the bridge as the
"Apollo" steamed out of Corfu harbour some hours later.

Watching the dramatic departure from the water front, I found myself
standing next to S., the island's most prolific and eligible stag, a
veritable "Superman" in his own right. Commiserating with him on
the depletion of his stud, he confided, "as a matter of fact I'm not
sorry they're gone. They are a lot of 'cockteasers'. When it comes to
the point they all tell you they are only allowed to have sexual
relations with fellow scientologists." Here was, indeed, an intriguing
aspect or the Philosophy of the Church".

As the ship sailed, El Ron, like an earlier Messiah, wept and all his
flock and his Corfiot disciples and followers joined him in his tears.

Thus ended a battle whose fortunes had been swaying dramatically
to and fro for seven months and in which Hubbard, who seemed at
one time to be the conquering hero, was ultimately vanquished,
though, in the words of the famous Duke, "it was a damned near run
thing."

On Corfu itself, permission had been given for a small rear party to
remain behind, ostensibly to pay bills but with the main object of
carrying out a post-mortem of what went wrong.

Two days after the dramatic departure, I was visited by a tearful
youth named Richard Wriggley who claimed he had come to join the
"Apollo", and asked whether I could throw any light on why the ship
had left in such a hurry, as he had heard so many conflicting stories.
Fortunately, I was able to provide him with a copy of El Ron's own
printed explanation which was dished out to all the students and
scientologists the world over. This hand-out, which is reproduced
below, is one of the most astonishing and sinister facets of the whole
remark able story. That three or four million puppets throughout the
world, including the hundreds of scientologists on Corfu in front of
whom the whole saga was enacted, could be expected to believe



that this departure was due to the "situation in the Middle East" in
preference to press reports throughout the world and the stark facts
and evidence which stared them all in the face must surely be an
example of unprecedented mass hypnotism. At the same time it
demonstrates the enormous gulf between the simple-minded
students and their guileful governors.
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The explanation dished out by Hubbard

to his flock on being expelled from Corfu.

From the look on Richard Wriggley's face it was obvious that he was
not an ordinary simple-minded scientologist and I marked him down
as one of the Church engaged in carrying out a post mortem. In fact,
he was more than just a coroner's nark and it was some ten years
later that, by a most remarkable coincidence, I learnt of Richard
Wriggley's boast that he had been employed by the scientologists to
break into my office and my villa to seize any documents on
scientology that he could find. He claims he could find no files on the
subject but his accurate description of both premises and his method
of entry leave no doubt that his boast was genuine.



The final summing up can be conveniently left to "The Times" of
March 19th 1969:

"Mr. Lafayette Ron Hubbard, the founder of scientology, and a
group of his followers, on board a ship which has been berthed
off Corfu for the past seven months, have been declared
personae non gratae and asked to leave. An announcement
today by the prefect of the island gave the Scientologists until
8p.m. (1800 G.M.T.).

"About 200 scientologists, most of them United States citizens
but also including some Britons, Australians and New
Zealanders, have been living on board the 4,000-ton, black-
painted ship. They have been spending the equivalent of about
£1,000 a day. Alongside the Apollo are two auxiliary vessels
used by the scientologists, and these have also been asked to
leave. Police and security officials were today stationed near the
three ships to ensure that they left within the time limit.
Meanwhile, representatives of the cult went to see the prefect in
an attempt to persuade him either to delay or to cancel the
order.

"The presence of the scientologists has aroused controversy
among the islanders. Bishop Polycarpos, Metropolitan of Corfu,
said recently that he was worried about the spiritual influence
the scientologists might exert."

One must hand it to the "Commodore", however, for having the last
say. His parting broadside delivered from Saint Hill Manor paces him
in a class of its own as a genius of audacious ingenuity.

"PRESS RELEASE regarding Mr. Hubbard and the Apollo's
departure from Greece.

"Submitted by: The Public Relations Bureau,
Church of Scientology,
Saint Hill Manor,
East Grinstead,



Sussex.
29 April 1969

"Mr. Hubbard had been in Greece establishing a Greek
Corporation to teach philosophy. False information about
Hubbard was fed to the Greeks by a third party and they asked
him to leave.

"Mr. Hubbard protested in a personal letter to the Deputy Prime
Minister of Greece, Mr. Patakos.*

"When the Deputy Prime Minister learnt how he had been
misled by lies and false reports made about Hubbard he was
extremely annoyed and sent the following message, "My
personal apologies to Mr. Hubbard for any unhappiness and
upset caused and when you return I hope you will stay longer."

"Mr. Hubbard accepted the apology and the Prime Minister on
learning this expressed his pleasure and immediately ordered all
the papers concerning Mr. Hubbard's Corporation be sent to him
personally so that he might get the matter corrected.

"In the interest of accuracy, you will no doubt wish to report this
latest fact."

"With the compliments of
Public Relations Bureau,
Church of Scientology

* Patakos, now serving a life sentence for treason, is ironically also indicted in the current
litigation along with the Greek State and the author.



APPENDIX. HUBBARD'S
MANIFESTO FOR CORFU

El Ron's manifesto was divided into two parts and published in
Greek. The first part (above left) was entitled:

"CORFU SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SURVEY"
"HELP GREECE COMMITTEE"
"T.S.M.Y. APOLLO 1969"

and the second part (above right):

"THE GREEK UNIVERSITY OF PHILOSOPHY IN CORFU"

These documents were typed and run off on a Roneo style stencil
machine and bound with a stiff paper back cover. The former was
marked, "Copyright C1969 by L. Ron Hubbard" and embossed with
an emblem incorporating the Greek Orthodox Cross inside the
Scientologist laurel leaf crest. The second part, relating to the
University, for some inexplicable reason, bore no Copyright mark by
El Ron and no mention of the "Help Greece Committee" or its
adopted emblem. There was just a bare cover bearing the title and
the Corfu crest. Perhaps the Commodore realised that he might be
sailing rather close to the wind and, if the authorities should complain
that his proposals to transform the Royal Palace into a University for



Scientology were outrageous, he could always plead that this part of
the Manifesto was not his! Or, perhaps, it was intended to suggest
that this proposal came from the Corfiots themselves!

Part One of the Manifesto provided, inter alia, for:

the conversion of the Old and New Fortresses into hotels,
casino, recreation grounds, etc.
seven yacht marinas
development of Lazaretto Islet with hotel
construction of three golf courses
road building
many new factories (including car assembly, aircraft spare parts
and agricultural machinery)
development of new harbour at north of island
new schools (unspecified number)
new hotels (unspecified number)

The following are some translated extracts of Part Two, "The
University":

"THE UNIVERSITY"

"Once upon a time Corfu had her own university. This was taken
from her at a time of great centralisation and since this
university functions today elsewhere, there are no hopes it will
return here.

"But there is no need to request for its return.

"The only thing that is needed is to establish a new university in
Corfu.

"Most professors of psychology and the schools of psychology
foresee as part of their lessons subjects of dianetics and
scientology.



"It should be noted that professors and students would be
exempt from the restrictions which are in force in the case of
ordinary tourists.

"The university would be registered as a Greek company.
Recognition by Ministry of Education would be obtained. We
shall arrange for its exemption from taxes according to the new
laws, since it will aid tourism.

"Our company, Operation and Transport Services, shall be
associated with the university in order to pay to it a percentage
from all income of O.T.S. One of the directors of O.T.S. will grant
a loan to the university for its establishment.

"Thus the university will achieve financial independence. Our
O.T.S. company will advertise for students who will be handled
by O.T.S. Thus the university will start filling its coffers
immediately.

"Supplementary Arrangements. We shall make efforts to have
the local Royal Palace given as a gift for this worthy target."
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Over the side go the erring
Scientologists

(Sunday Times, 17 Nov 1968)

By Alexander Mitchell
Corfu, Saturday

Homer records that when the Greek warrior Ulysses was
shipwrecked on the island of Corfu, his ship turned to stone. He
struggled ashore naked and met Princess Nausicaa. She took him to
the court of her father, King Alcinous, who lavished hospitality upon
the adventurer before he sailed for his homeland, Ithaca.

The was in mythological days. Now in 1968 a new Odyssey is being
played out in the waters of Corfu.

The latter-day Ulysses is Lafayette Ron Hubbard, one-time science
fiction writer, now full-time saviour of the world and head of his own
religion, the Church of Scientology.

AT TEN O'CLOCK yesterday morning 24 Scientologists left the good
ship Royal Scotman in Corfu harbour, marched half-a-mile along the
quayside and then returned to quarters.

Although it was pouring with rain the Zombie-like marchers, who
were in military step, did not wear raincoats. A dockworker shook his
head and waved his armed to convey with great clarity what he
thought of the faithful: "They are crazy."

And this is how most of the citizens view the Scientologists who
dropped anchor here five months ago. But though he Greeks laugh
privately at the eccentricity of the Scientologists, they are happy with



the fat wads of dollars abeing injected into the island's economy.
(Ron's PR man in Britain, David Gaiman, was fond of saying: "Our
critics have never done one thing and that's accused Ron of
poverty.")

To be blunt, the length of the Scientologists' Greek honeymoon will
depend on the power of the almighty dollar, not the almighty Ron.

Those who have reservations about the Scientologists include the
local police. Two weeks ago, a woman with two children ran
screaming down the gangway. Before she could reach the roadway
fellow-Scientologists caught her and returned her to the ship.

Action by shore police was prevented by the Harbourmaster, Mr.
Marius Kalogeras, a firm friend of Scientology, who said he saw no
reason for an investigation.

The Government authorities are concerned about another aspect of
Mr. Hubbard's presence in Corfu. The 4,000-ton Royal Scotman
arrived in the harbour wearing Sierra Leone colours. This week,
however, the foremer Scottish cattle boat was renamed Apollo (a
nationalistic sop to the colonels?) and the flag of Panama was
hoisted aloft.

The ship and its legal status has also aroused the suspicions of the
British consul, Major John Forte, who recently refused to legalise a
bill of sale which indicated the sale took place in Libya in September
1967.

The major has had other problems too. In September the Home
Office asked him to deliver to Ron Hubbard an order to the effect
that he would not be permitted to return to England.

After being greeted at the gangway by someone called
"Supercargo," Major Forte handed over his letter and left. Four
weeks later the document was returned with a note stating that
Hubbard could not be found. According to the locals, however,
Hubbard is aboard the ship - but never shows himself.



Ron's routine is curious. He sleeps during the day and rises at six
p.m. to being his meditation and writing. Tradesmen on the ship are
asked to work quietly so they do not disturb him.

The incredible security arrangements surrounding the ship have led
to conflicting stories about its purpose. Some say it is an American
spy ship watching nearby Albania; others believe it is a hell-ship full
of religious fanatics.

One impromptu ceremony upsets the local people. Scientologists
who break ship's regulations are thrown overboard as punishment.
Sometimes the victims are children of eight and nine.

Discipline on the ship - and throughout the scientology movement -
is severe. Members of the crew can be officers one day and
swabbing decks the next. Status is conferred by Boy Scout-like
decoration: a white neck-tie is for students, brown for petty officers,
yellow for officers, and blue for Hubbard's personal staff.

A Corfu businessman told me the sad humiliation of a wealthy
Californian who was sporting an immaculate officer's uniform when
he first arrived on Corfu. For being late back from shore leave he
was given smelly blue overalls and confined to navvy work in the
galley.

What is Ron up to in Corfu? First of all in his own inimitable way he
has become a figure of total mystery. No one in the town can prove
he is really on the boat. The 250-odd Scientologists on the floating
college rarely make trips ashore and never discuss their affairs.

("Code of Scientology, commandment number one: to hear or speak
no word od disparagement to the Press or public concerning any
fellow Scientologists, the professional organisation or those whose
names are closely connected to this science.")

Their passion for secrecy often causes bizarre events. Recently the
crew decided to paint the inside of the water tanks. Unwilling to give
the job to local contractors the Scientologists did it themselves - only



to find that when they next used their taps the water was polluted
with paint.

Although many of the crew are engaged in menial duties, the real
work and the real importance of the ship is informing the
international movement of the thoughts of Ron. And despite reports
to the contrary, Hubbard is clearly running the organisation.

A direct Telex link with St. Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Los Angeles,
Malta and Tunis keeps the Church expanding, and the local post
office has never had such a boom. About 500 letters and parcels go
from the ship to the post office each day.

But Hubbard has bigger plans for Corfu. He is at present negotiating
with local businessmen to buy the Delphinia Hotel in the remote
south of this island to give him a land base to control the church.

On the face of it the prospects of this deal are good. He has money
which is an all important factor in a country suffering from the effects
of economic blockade. Anxious for dollars the colonels may ignore
Ron's social blemishes.

None of the island's traders complain about the 50,000 drachma
(about £700) which the Scientologists spend daily for provisions and
repairs to their giant yacht.

But the dealings are all carried out in a clandestine way; all goods
are purchased by a local agent who is given a daily shopping list by
the ship's quartermaster.

Barrow traders have also found a lucrative trade by wheeling their
wars from the quayside where Scientologists dart furtively away from
the gangway to buy trinkets, ice creams or sweets.

Although he has been kicked out of two States of Australia, Britain,
and his name is black in the United States and Rhodesia, Hubbard
like Ulysses may have found a haven to regain his strength.
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